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This paper examines the performance of synchronous checkpointing in a distributed computing 
environment with and without load redistribution. Performance models are developed, and 
optimum checkpoint intervals are determined. We extend earlier work by allowing for multiple 
nodes, state dependent checkpoint intervals, and a performance metric which is coupled with 
failure-free performance. We show that the optimum checkpoint intervals in the presence of 
load redestribution has a numerical solution in all cases and a closed form in many reasonable 
cases. These new results are then used to determine when performance can benefit load 
redistribution. 
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Complete Abstract: 
This paper examines the performance of synchronous checkpointing in a distributed computing 
environment with and without load redistribution. Performance models are developed, and optimum 
checkpoint intervals are determined. We extend earlier work by allowing for multiple nodes, state 
dependent checkpoint intervals, and a performance metric which is coupled with failure-free 
performance. We show that the optimum checkpoint intervals in the presence of load redestribution has a 
numerical solution in all cases and a closed form in many reasonable cases. These new results are then 
used to determine when performance can benefit load redistribution. 






















